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Replacement   Tossups   
  

1.    Hazelwood   v.   Kuhlmeier    overrode   the   precedent   set   by   this   case.   Hugo   Black’s   dissent   in   this   case   argued   
that   the   “Symbolic   Speech”   protections   recognized   in    Stromberg   v.   California    were   invalid.   A   test   that   
determines   whether   a   state   actor   has   violated   a   student’s   free   speech,   the    (*)   “substantial   disruption”   test,   is   
sometimes   named   after   this   case.   This   case’s   defendants   were   suspended   for   wearing   black   armbands   to   protest   the   
Vietnam   War.   For   10   points,   name   this   1969   Supreme   Court   case   which   ruled   that   the   first   amendment   applied   to   
public   schools.   
ANSWER:    Tinker    v.    Des   Moines    Independent   Community   School   District    <American   History,   Hartung>   
  

2.    The   artist   of   one   of   these   works,   Trebuchet,   asked   that   it   be   placed   near   the   entrance   of   the   art   gallery   so   it   
would   not   be   noticed.   The   title   of   one   of   these   works   is   inscribed   on   a   “Green   Box”   filled   with   studies   meant   
to   accompany   it.   One   of   these   works   consisted   of   an   empty   bottle   that   did   not   contain   (*)    50   cc   of   Paris   Air .   A   
shovel   hanging   on   a   wall   is   one   of   these   works   titled    Prelude   to   the   Broken   Arm .   One   of   these   works   consists   of   a   
mustachioed   Mona   Lisa   and   is   titled    L.H.O.O.Q .   For   10   points,   name   these   found-object   artworks   often   created   by   
Marcel   Duchamp.   
ANSWER:   Marcel   Duchamp’s    readymade s   [accept    assisted   readymades ]   (writer’s   note   -   the   work   in   the   first   line   is   
Bride   Stripped   Bare   by   her   Bachelors )    <Visual   Fine   Arts,   Hartung>   
  

3.    Orson   Welles’   film    Chimes   at   Midnight    centers   around   this   character’s   relationship   to   the   king’s   son.   In   one   
scene,   this   character   is   tricked   into   dressing   as   Herne   the   Hunter   and   is   punished   by   being   pinched   by   
children   dressed   as   fairies.   Though   this   character   does   not   appear   in   (*)    Henry   V,   he   is   given   a   eulogy   by   
Mistress   Quickly.    This   character   can   most   often   be   seen   drinking   with   his   cronies   at   the   Boar’s   Head   Inn.   For   10   
points,   name   this   fat,   vain   knight   who   is   a   recurring   character   in   plays   by   William   Shakespeare.   
ANSWER:   Sir   John    Falstaff    <British   Literature,   Hartung>   
  

4.    These   constructs   are   described   in   a   thought   experiment   where   one   writes   the   letter   “S”   on   a   calendar   every   
time   a   sensation   occurs.   The   theoretical   “quus”   function   was   used   to   criticize   one   philosopher’s   interpretation   
of   these   constructs   by    (*)   Saul   Kripke.   The   “beetle   in   a   box”   thought   experiment   was   used   to   prove   the   incoherence   
of   these   constructs   by   one   thinker.   For   10   points,   name   these   systems   of   communication   only   understandable   to   one   
person   formulated   by   Ludwig   Wittgenstein   in   his    Philosophical   Investigations .   
ANSWER:    private   language s   [prompt   on   partial   answer,   accept    private   language   argument ]   
<RMPSS,   Philosophy,   Hartung>   
  

  


